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THE ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR OF OSCILLATORY 
SOLUTIONS OF THE EQUATION 
OF THE FOURTH ORDER 
MIROSLAV BARTUSEK, Brno 
(Received February 24, 1984) 
Abstract. In the paper the structure and the behaviour of the oscillatory solutions of the differential 
equation of the fourth order are studied. The sufficient conditions are given under which the 
relation lim sup | /!>(f) | == a>, / = 0,1, 2, 3 holds. 
r-*oo 
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Consider the differential equation 
a) y4)=/(^,/,/,n, 
where /, defined on.O = {(t, xi9 x2> x3, x4) : te [0, oo)̂  | x, | < oo} satisfies the 
local Carath^odory-conditions and 
(2) f(t, xi9x2, x3, x4) xt ^ 0, f(t, 0,0,0, 0) s 0 on D. 
By a solution of (1) defined on [0, b), ft^ oo we shall mean a function y which, 
along with its derivatives to the third order is absolutely continuous on each 
segment of the interval [0, b) and satisfies (1) for almost all t. 
Definition 1. The solution y of (1) is called oscillatory on [0, b), b ^ oo if there 
exists a sequence {tk}k=zi of zeros of y such that lim tk = b. 
fc-00 
In the present paper the structure and the behaviour of the oscillatory solutions 
of (1), (2) will be studied. There are given conditions under the validity of which 
the relation lim sup | y{i\t) | = oo, / = 0,1, 2, 3 holds. As the problem of the 
f-*00 
existence of oscillatory solutions of (1), (2) is concerned seer e.g. [2]. 
Put N = {1,2,...}, R+ = [0, oo) and L[0, oo) the set of all functions that are . 
summable on each finite segment of R+. 
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Definition 2. The oscillatory solution y, defined on [0, b) is called of the 1-st 
type if the sequences {**fc}, i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 k e N exist such that 
0 = £ . x<t^ tf < tl < tk
x < £ lim t°k = b, 
*-+oo 
(3) xy%) > 0 for t e (t°_., <»), yt0(f„) = 0, . = 0,1,2, 3, 
T / J > ( 0 < 0 for te(ti,t°k),j= 1,2, 
f\t) = 0 on ft, til */"(0 < 0, * e (& .?] 
holds where T = 1 or T = - 1 and k e N. 
Definition 3. The oscillatory solution y, denned [0, b) is called of the 2-nd type 
if the sequences {tk'}, i = 0, 1, 2, 3,4, ke N exist such that 
O . t N ^ ^ J . ' . ^ C limf° = fe, 
fc->oo 
(4) ( - 1 ) V ° ( 0 > 0 for ie[tf, tk)(te(t°+1, fk°+2)) if i = 1, 2, 3 (i = 0), 
yU\tk) = 0, ( - 1 ) V
J ) ( 0 < 0 for te(tl t°k+1), j = 1, 2, 
y"'(0 = 0, re[r3 , tf], ty*(0 > 0 on (£ , rfc°+1] 
holds where T = 1 or T = - 1 and k e N. 
Let j> be an arbitrary solution of (1), (2). Define 
(5) P(0 = - / ( 0 y(0 + y'2(0, ' e [0, A). 
Then 
F ( 0 = -y*(0y(0 + y'(0y'(0, 
(6) P"(0 = -y ( 4 )(0 y(0 + y"2(0 ^ 0 for almost all t e [0, b). 
Thus F' is non-decreasing on [0, b). 
Lemma 1. Let y be an oscillatory solution of the 1-st type on _R+. Then F and F' 
are positive non-decreasing on [*?, oo) and lim F(0 = oo holds. 
t~*O0 
Proof. The conclusion that F' is non-decreasing follows from (6) and according 
to (3) and (6) 
(7) F'(*?) = y'('?)/'('?) > 0 
is valid. Thus F(0 is non-decreasing on [f?, oo), 
F(t) = F(r?) + F'(0(t - t?) = F(r?) + F'(*?)(* - r?) ^ F(t°t) > 0 
holds and it follows from (7) that F is positive and lim F(t) = oo. The lemma is 
f--»co 
proved. 
Lemma 2. Let y be an oscillatory solution of the 2-nd type on [0, b), b ^ oo. 
Then F'(t) < 0 on [0, b). 
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Proof. It follows from (6) and (4) that F' is non-decreasing, F(tf) < 0, lim t* » 
k-*oo 
= b and thus the lemma is proved. 
Theorem 1. Let y be an oscillatory solution on [0, b). Then one of following 
conclusions is valid: 
I. y is an oscillatory solution of the l-st type on [0, b), 
II. y is an oscillatory solution of the 2-nd type on [0, b), 
III. There exists a number bt e [0, b) such that y(t) = 0/or te{bi9 b). 
Proof. Denote for x = ±1 
1° TXO = 0, x/l)(t) > 0, i = 1,2,3, 
2° T>;(i)(0>0, T>>'"(0 = 0, 1 = 0, 1,2, 
3° xy{i)(t) > 0, T / ( 0 ^ 0, xym(t) < 0, / = 0, 1, 
4° xy(t) > 0, xy'(t) = 0, xy^(t) < 0, i = 2, 3, 
5° xy(t) = 0, T / ° ( 0 > 0, T / ( 0 < 0, i = 1, 3, 
6° xy(i\t) > 0, T / ( 0 = 0, T / ( 0 < 0, / = 0, 3, 
V xfl\t) > 0, T / ( 0 < 0, T / ( 0 ^ 0, i = 0, 3, 
8° T > ^ ( 0 > 0, xy'(t) < 0, xym(t) g 0 , / = 0, 2, 
9° x/lKt) ^ 0, T / ( 0 > 0, xym(t) ^ 0, y(0/(0 = 0, i = 0, 1, 
10° T>>(i)(0 ^ 0, xy'\t) > 0, i = 0, 1, 2, 
11 ° XO = o, */(>) > o, T/(O ^ o, TJW(0 < o, 
12° T;K0 > 0, T / ( 0 = 0, f(t) = 0, Tyw(0 < 0, 
13° rKO > 0, T / ( 0 S 0, xfu) < 0, ym(t) = 0, 
14° xy(t) = 0, T / ( 0 > 0, T / ( 0 < 0, ym(t) = 0, 
15° xy(t) = 0, T / ( 0 > 0, y>(0 = 0, i = 2, 3, 
16° TJ(0 > 0, T / ( 0 < 0,>(,)(0 = 0, / = 2, 3, 
17° xy(t) > 0, fl)(t) = 0, i = 1, 2, 3, 
i8° y° (o = 0, i = 0,1,2,3. 
These cases cover all the initial conditions at the point t. Let the relation j° be 
valid for y at t = t± and let the relation k° take place at t = f2, t2 > t\. Then 
we shall write j°(tx) -+ k°(t2). Generally the notation jofo) -• {fc?(f2), ..., fc°(*2)} 
denotes thatf°(^) -* fc°(f2) for suitable ee {1, ..., s} is valid. 
We shall investigate the behaviour of y under the validity of all initial conditions 
1°-18° at the po in t /= 0. 
Let 1° be valid for t = 0 and put x = 1 for the simplicity. If y{0) = 0, then, with 
respect to y'(0) > 0 the inequalities / ° ( 0 > 0, i = 0, 1, 2, 3 are valid in some 
right neighbourhood of t = 0. According to (2) ym is non-increasing in the interval 
at which y(t) > 0 holds. As j is oscillatory it follows from this that there exists 
a number t3 > 0 with the property ym(t3) = 0, y(i)(t) > 0 on (0, f3], / == 0,1, 2. 
The case ^"(O = 0 for t3 ^ / < b is imposible with respect to the fact that y 
is oscillatory and thus the number t4 exists such that t
3 £ t* < b9 y
m(t) = 0 on 
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[*3, t4], ^"(O < 0 on (/4, t4 + e), y(i)(t) > 0 on (0, t4 + a), i = 0, 1, 2, e > 0 
being a suitable number. Thus y" is decreasing in some right neighbourhood of the 
t = t4. By the same procedure the existence of the points t29 t
l
91° may be proved 
such that 
t4 < t2 < tl < t° < b9 y^(t
l) = 0, 
y(i)(t) > 0 on (0, t% y™(t) < 0 on (tl91°)9 / = 2, 1, 0 hold. Especially 
. :K'°) = o, y(V)<o, / = 1,2,3 
is valid and thus 
1°(0) -> 2°(f3) -• 3°(t2) -* 4°(f *) -> l0(t°). 
By repeating of the considerations we can conclude that y is an oscillatory solution 
of the 1-st type on some interval [0, bx)9 bt g b if the initial conditions 1°, 2°, 3° 
or 4° are valid for t = 0. 
When considering the sign of y(0(0), 1 = 0, 1, 2, 3 and (2) it can be easily seen 
that for a suitable number tx > 0 the following relations hold: 
90(0) -+ 20(O, 100(0) -+ 1°(0, 11°(0) -* 30(O, 
120(0) - 40(O, 130(0) - {40(O, 90(0}, 
140(0) -> {30(O, 130(0}, 150(0) - 30(0, 
160(0) -> {40(O, 150(0}, 17°(0) -* 40(0-
Thus in all cases with the exception of 5 — 8° and 18° the solution y is the 1-st type 
on [0, bx)9 bt g b. 
Consider the case 5° for / = 0 and T = 1 (for the simplicity). If y(0) = 0, then 
in some right neighbourhood of t = 0 
(8) y(0(0 > 0, i = 0, 1,3, y"(t) < 0 
holds. As y is oscillatory the number t1 > 0 must exist such that yf(tl) y"(tl) ym(tx) = 
= 0, y°(t) ^ 0 for t e (0, O, i ^ 3- First, let ym(tl) = 0 be valid. Then accord-
ing to (8) 
y(ti)>09 y'(t
l)*z09 / a
1 ) ^ 0 
and it is clear, that one of the cases 13°, 14°, 15°, 17° is valid at t = tl and thus y 
is of the 1-st type. Similarly in case of y"(tl) = 0 we have y(tl) > 0, y'(tx) ^ 0, 
ym(tl) ^ 0. Thus the cases 10°, 15° or 17° take place at / = t1 and y is of the 
first type,-taajn the last case, when y'(tl) == 0 is valid y(t*) > 0, y"(tx) < 0, 
ym(tx) > 0 holds and thus we have 5°(0) -• 6°(r1). 
It can be proved in the same way, that either y is the oscillatory solution of the 
1-st type on some interval [0, bt), bt £ b or the following relations 
6 0 ( , 1 ) _» 7 0 ( , 2 ) _> go^S) _ 5 o ( r 5 ) 
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and (4) for tk = t\ i = 0,1, 2, 3, tk+i = t
5 hold. We can conclude that in cases 
5-8°^ is of the 1-st or 2-nd type on some interval [0, bt)9 bt £ b. The last case 
is 18°, i.e. 
(9) y(0(0) = 0, * = 0,1,2,3. 
Let us exclude the trivial solution ,y = 0on [0, b) from our considerations—the 
theorem is valid in this case. Then there exists T, 0 ^ % < b such that y(i) s 0 
on [0, T], sup | y(t) | > 0 for an arbitrary e90<e<b-% holds. Suppose, 
that there exists a number e > 0 such that y(t) ^ 0 for t e / = (0, e). Put for the 
simplicity 
(10) y(t) > 0 on / . 
According to (2) ym is non-increasing on J, ym(i) g 0 on / . Then successively 
y(0(t) ^ 0 on J, i = 2,1,0, that contradicts to (9), (10). Thus there exists a sequence 
{'*}*=-oo s u c h t h a t l i m $ = °» '* > 0> y<t*) = 0 a n d the point % such that 
* - > — OO 
y(%) ^ 0. Thus we have for t = % one of the investigated cases 1 — 17° and y is 
oscillatory solution of the 1-st or 2-nd type. Moreover, according to (5), (6) and (9) 
F'(t) ^ 0 on [0, b) and thus according to Lemma 2 we can conclude that y must 
be of the 1-st type on some interval [0, fcj), bx ^ b. 
Now, let y be of the 1-st type on [0, bt), ft, g b. Then according to (3), (5), (6) 
Fxo = n^) = /0o)/(^) = ^>o, 
F(0 = F^S) + X ( r - rj) = F(tg) = y'
2(rg) > 0, 
y'\tl) = F02) = y'\t°o) > 0, lim rfc° = bt 
*-+oo 
holds and thus bx = b must be valid. 
Let y be oscillatory solution of the 2-nd type on [0, b). Then it follows from the 
continuity of y at t = bt that 
y°(6i) = 0, / = 0, 1, 2, 3. 
But this solution was met in the case 18°. The theorem is proved. 
Remark 1. Let y be an oscillatory solution on [0, b) and let % exist such that 
y^(%) = 0, j = 0, 1, 2, 3, T e [0, ft)s Then numbers T 1 } T 2 , 0 ^ ^ ^ T 2 ^ i exist 
with the properties: y(t) = 0 on [ T 1 , T 2 ] , y is non-trivial in every right (left) 
neighbourhood of the point T2(Ti), y is oscillatory of the 1-st (2-nd) type in the 
interval (T2, b) ([0, %t)) and the sequence {/j-^ of zeros of y exists such that 
tk > T2, lim tk = T2. 
*->-oo 
This statement was proved in the course of the proof of Theorem 1. We must 
only prove that y is oscillatory on [0, %t). Suppose on the contrary that y > 0 
on / = \%t - e, %t)9 a > 0 (the case y < 0 may be investigated similarly). Then 
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according to (2) ym is non-increasing and with respect to ym(t1) = 0 the relation 
ym > 0 holds on J. As y^fo) =. 0, i = 0, 1, 2, 3 We have successively y" < 0, 
y' > 0 and y < 0 on / which gives the contradictions with (2). 
In the rest of the paper y will denote an oscillatory solution of (1), (2) of the 
first type defined on [0, oo). Let Mt, M2 and M3 be non-negative constants. Put 
Dt(Ml9 M29 M3) = {(t9 xl9x29x39 x4):t^Ml9\x1\^Ml9\x2\^ M29 
| xt | ^ M3 if M3 < oo, | x{ | < oo for M3 = oo, i = 3, 4}, 
/^(Af!, Ml9 M3) = {(f, Xj, xl9 x39 x4) : t = Mx, | xx \ = M t, | x2 \ = M2, 
|x 3 | = M 2 , | x 4 | = M3}. 
Theorem 2. The relations lim sup | y(i)(t) | = oo, * = 0, 1 and 
f-+oo 
| /(f2)|^cV/I, k £2 
are ra/irf vvAere C w a positive constant. 
Proof. According to Lemma 1, (5) and (6) 
(ii) l/(.2)l2 - F(tD >= F{tf) + F'( .°)«2 -.?) >= 
Ž F ' j ° ) ( l - - | | - ) f 2 = c2.2, fc>=2 
and thus the statement of the theorem for i = 1 is valid. Let us prove by the 
indirect proof that it is valid also for i = 0. Thus suppose that 
(12) \y(t)\^M9 te [0, oo). 
Put 
/ - r*0 *° 1 A - #° - t° A(1) - #° - t1 A(2) - z1 - t° A(3) -
Jfc+l ~ Vk> rft+l_h ^fc — 'fc ' fc- l> -̂ fc — lk lk9 A» — 1K lk-l> ak "~ 
- / ° _ /* A(4)- t* - t
l 
— lk *k9 -^fc — *fc lk 
where /* is defined (uniquely, see (3)) by the relations 
tiejlt°k),2\y(t*k)\ = \yjl)\: 
It follows from (3), (5) and (6) 
.2 
F(t°k) = /
2( .°) = 2 Jy'(t)y"(t)dt = 21/((°) | | J**')| = 2M| / ( t ° ) | 
.J 
F'(0 = F'(.°) = I y'(t°k) I | y"(t°k) I >= M.F(.°)
3'2, te Jk+1, M. = 1/(2M). 
F'(0 >= M.F3/2(.0) = MJ 3'2(0 - y F1/2(l) F'(0 (* - r0)), 
' e / t + i . £e(>?,0-
According to Lemma 1 
(13) /. ... F ( 0 > 0 , F ' ( 0 > 0 , 
F and F' are non-decreasing on \t\, oo) and thus for k >. 1 
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F'(0 __ Mx [ F 3 / 2 ( 0 - y F«
a(tf+1)F'(0-1.+ iJ , 
(14) F'(o[l + yM1F
1/2(f°+1)4+1JkM1F
3/2(0, «eJ_+1. 
Let us divide {$}? into two subsequences {t%}kmNl, {•*}*.*! in the following way: 
NtnN2= 0, Atj u N2 = iV, fce AT. if, and only if i-MxF
1 / 200) _» = 1. Let 
k e JVt. It follows from (14) that 
2F'(0 ._ M.F3/2(0, teJk, 
- ^ + - 7 - J = _ ^ _ , 
V F ( . ° ) VF( . 0 _ X )
 4 
As F is non-decreasing, then by adding of these inequalities for k e Nt we get 
1 > y / 1 + 1 \ s M, -, 
VI'XO ~-.*A VF(.°) V F O 0 . , ) / 4 -•». *' 
where s = min {At.}. Thus 
(15) I _ » < c o . 
keNi 
Now, let A: e N2 and let N2 = {nj, s e N3, N3 = {1, 2, ..., S} or N3 = N. Then 
it follows from (14) and the definition of N2 that 
3M1F
1/2(ti) AkF(t) ^ MtF^
2(t), t e Jk 
holds and thus by integration on the interval Jk 
6F1/2(í°) J t [ - -_L= + -7--L---1 = 
L VF«°) VFOJ-JJ 
4., 
/jrø) V ř ţ í . j J 
Ғ(ť°) ^ 49 _.-—- = a > 1. 
F(tf-i) " . 3 6 
Thus according to (13) 
(16) F(0^nO^ *eN3 
is valid and 
V *t) ) 
^ > _ M 2 « « , M2 = - ^ - > 0 , 
y2 ~ 2 2 aM2 
5 6 * 3 . t - X £ - 1 . 0 -




and by integration on [^a, t*J the following inequality is valid 
L.ăĚL^J-MfM. 
УЮ l 2 ) 
Fґom this 
(П) 
a ^ ) 2 < M 2 , M 3 - ^ - | - - l i i 2 
á™ й M3*-ч
г, SЄІV 3 . 
Next, as 
J|/(t)|dí = MШ-= J|/(0ld/ 
лìĄ> z Ať 
A\*> = A\
3\ Therefore by virtue of (17) 4J> = 4 3 ) + 4*> = 2M3a~'
12 and 
(18) £ 41 } < oo 
fcetf* 
holds. 
Let us investigate the intervals [*£-!, *£]. As according to (3) the function | y' \ 
is non-decreasing on [f£_i, f2] and concave on (f*, /*), we have: 
tl f3 t*1 
M = | j ^ ) | = J I/(Old. = f 7- +f 7- = 
• k - 1 * f c - l ffc 
= l/(tf-l)l (t*3-.*°-l)+y|/(t t
2)|(^ -f3*), 
4 Г < - ^ ^ « - 5 / 2 , SЄІVз 
2M = | / (£ .o14
2 ) = VP(/fc°-o 4
2), feeN2 
From this, from (16) and (13) 
VP(0" 
holds and thus £ ^ 2 ) < oo. This inequality with (18) gives us £ At < oo. 
»*6iV2 ieiV2 
Thus with respect to N = NA u N2 we can conclude that £ A( < oo which gives 
ie/V 
us the contradiction to the definition interval of y. The theorem is proved. 
Lemma 3. Let a constant M > 0 exist such that \ y{i\t\) \ <Z M, ke Nt c N, 
Ni = {fcs}s°°--i holds, where i = 2 or i = 3. 77*en lim | Xt*.) I = °o> Mm I / ( ' £ ) I = 
s->oo s-*oo 
= 0 0 , 
(19) lim (.£, - . ^ = 00. 
s-*oo 
* 
Proof. Denote & = t'„ i - 1, 2, / , = [ £ /»], J.. = t\ - //. 
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The conclusion lim | y'(t]) | = oo follows from Theorem 2. Then according 
S-+O0 
to (3) 
» -» I y'(t) 1 = 11 y'V) I <*' = I /'(«!) 14 = 4 1 1 /'(01 d. = 421 /'(.J) I 
S->00 J a Js 
and thus with respect to the assumptions of the theorem (19) is valid. The rest of the 
assertion follows from the estimate obtained by use of the fact that | y'(t) \ is 
concave on Js (see (3)): 
| y(tl) | = | y(tl) | - | y(t?) | - J | /(*) | dt = \ | y'(t\) \A,-*co. 
The lemma is proved. 
Theorem 3. Let constants a = 0, /? = 0, K^O and Kx > 0 exist such that 
(20) | f(t, xx,x2,x3, x4) | = a(t) \xx\
m\x2\' holds in DX(K, K, Kx) 
s+1 a+fi/2 
where a e L(R+), lim inf J a(t) t dt = K2 > 0. Then 
s->oo s 
(21) lim sup | >>(00) I = oo, i = 0 ,1 ,2 . 
1-+00 
Moreover, if Kx = oo, /he/i 
lim sup | y'"(t) \ = oo 
f ->oo 
holds. 
Proof. According to Theorem 2 the relation (21) is valid for i = 0, 1. We prove 
it for i = 2 by the indirect proof. Thus suppose that there exists a constant M 
such that 
(22) | / ( 0 I = M, te[0,oo). 
Then it follows from Lemma 3 and Lemma 1 that 
(23) lim | y'(t°k) | = lim | y'(t
2
k) | = lim | y(t
l
k) | = oo, 
k-*oo fc-+oo k-*oo 
(24) lim(tl - t2k) = oo, feeN 
holds. Further, by use of (23), (22) and (3) 
.2 
l/(.2)l = JI/(0|d.^M(.*°-.jt), 
»i 
(25) l im(t° - ( i ) = oo 




By virtue of (24) there exists a sequence {/*}*«> t*:e(tk, t„), tk - t\ = 1. Put 
•J* = \}h **]• According to (25), (22) and the fact that \ym\ is non-decreasing 
o n ['*> '*] (see (3)) w e h a v e 
M ^ J l/"(Oldr__|/"Oi)IOk°~r„) 
and thus by virtue of (25) 
(26) l im| /"(^) |=0 , lim |/"(<*) | = 0 
lc->oo k-*oo 
holds. Further according to (3) 
(27) | y"(t*k) I - JI /"(01 dr __ | /"(*„) | [** - tk
2] = | y'"(t*k) | 
holds and from the relation 
(28) | y'(t\) | - | y'(t*k) I = f I /'(0I d. _ | / ' (£) I, 
(26), (27) and (23) 
l im | / ( . : ) | = oo 
k-*oo 
( F'(t°) \ Ki - —^-~ I holds 
and let fc0 __ 2 be integer with the properties: 
(29) t\ <_ K, | y'(t*k) | __ X, | /"(**) | < e, fc __ fc0. 
Then it follows from (29), (3), (26), (27) and from the fact 
F'(t\) __ F«„) = -y'"(tl) y(t2k) __ e | y(t
2
k) \, fc __ fc0, 
that the following relation is valid: 
(30) (tty^y'^y'^y^eD^KKj; teJk,k __ fc0. 
There exists fc_ __ fc0 and C_ > 0 such that (see Lemma 1, (6), Theorem 2) 
1/(01 -1/02)1 - Jl/(0ld*_ | / (&| -1/(01 £ 
_ tl 
_ C V*! - e _ C/ f - 1 - e _ ClsjJ, teJk,k^klt 
(31) |K0l ^ -rtO^O) ^ l r ( t ) ^ 1 ( ^ . 0 ) + r ( t o ) ( t _ t ? ) ) ^ Ci t> t e A 
O f 6 G 
_ 
is valid. From this and from (30) we can conclude that for suitable fc2 _ fc. 
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>= J «<o i x o r i / ( o i' <*< >= c f M V o <a+"/2 dt» fc ̂  fci. 
s >= i- ci+' lim infj a(0 .*+"/2 d* = \- C\+fK 2 > 0, fc £ fc2. 
As e may be chosen arbitrarily small, this relation, in virtue of the assumptions 
of the theorem, gives the contradiction. Thus (21) is valid. 
Now we prove that limsup | ym(t) | = oo by the indirect proof. Therefore 
f->00 
suppose that 
\ym(t)\<,Ml9 f e [0,oo). 
According to Lemma 3 the relations (23) and (24) are valid and 
I /'(01 ^ I y'Xtt) | - J | y"\t) \dt£Mlt teJk. 
Jk 
From this and from (28) and (23) 
lim \y\t*)\ = oo 
fc-*oo 
is valid. As for e = M1 and suitable kl9 Ct the relation (31) is valid, we conclude 
that there exists an integer k0 such that 
(t9 y(t)9 y\t)9 f(t)9 y
m(t)) e D,(K9 K9 Mx)9 teJk9k^k0 
holds. We get the contradiction in the same way as in the first part of the proof 
after the relation (31). The theorem is proved. 
Theorem 4. Let constants a = 0, Kx = 0 and K2 > 0 exist such that for an 
arbitrary Kt 0 < K < oo the relation 
I/O, xl9 x29 *3, x4) | = ak(t) | x1 |" on D2(Kl9K9 K2) 
s+i 
holds where akeL(R+) and lim inf f ak(t).t" dt > 0. 
#-•00 s 
Then 
(32) lim sup | y(i)(t) \ = oo, i = 0,1, 2 
.-•oo 
holds. 
Proof. The assertion (32) follows from Theorem 2 for / == 0,1. For i =- 2 (32) 
may be proved by the indirect proof. Thus suppose that 
(33) | y"(t) | <, M9 te [0, oo). 
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According to Lemma 3 lim (/£ — tl) -= oo holds and similarly as in the proof 
* - * o o 
of Lemma 3 
(34) lim |y"'(<*)l=0 
f->00 
is valid. Define the sequence {**}, tt e (tk9 tl)9 tl - /* = 1 and let Jk = [/*, t£]. 
Further, according to (3), (5), (6) and Lemma 1 numbers C > 0, Cx > C, k0 ^ 2 
exist such that 
(35) I y'(t) | g | y'(t*k) | = J | y"(t) \dt^M9 teJk9 
Jk 
Ctt £ F(tt) = y,2(tt) - y(tt)y(tt) ^ M2 + M \ y(t2k) |, 
(36) | y(t) | £ | y(tt) \^C,t9 teJk9k^k0 
hold. Let e, 0 < e ^ K2 be an arbitrary number. Then it follows from (33), (34), 
(35) and (36) that for a suitable kt > k0 we have (t9y(t)9 y'(i)9 y\t)9 y*(t))e 
e D2(Kt, M, K2)9 teJk9eZ\ y^t
1,) \ - \ y"(t*k) | -= J | y^(t) | At = J | f(t9 y(t)9 
Jk Jk 
y\t), y(t),ym(t)) \dt}>S ak(t) | y(t) r df = CI J ak(t) f At £ \- C"t lim sup'f !-*(/) f. 
. dr = const > 0, k ^ kt. As e may be chosen arbitrarily small, we can conclude, 
that this relation gives us the contradiction. The theorem is proved. 
Remark 2. The results of Theorems 2, 3 and 4 generalize the ones of [1] for the 
differential equation (1). 
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